Assembling the Components of the Soul
In the name Brahman, in the name I AM THAT I AM, Sanat Kumara, I call to Helios and Vesta, the Lords of Life and Individuality, the
Goddess of Wisdom, Jesus Christ, Mother Mary, Kuthumi, beloved
Lanello and Guru Ma for the mastery of the seat-of-the-soul-chakra, the
point in the planes of mater whereby the light of the heart must descend to infuse identity with individuality.
I call for the Masters to rescue those parts of my soul that are a
prisoner of another consciousness or in another plane. If my soul dwells
in the past or with another part of life, I command that it return to the
soul chakra. Assemble the components of my soul, if its forcefield has
been split by very intense fears of the past—traumatic experiences—
wherein the soul has been driven underground, far into the depths of
the subconscious like a frightened child. I call back my soul to the
throne room—back to the three-in-one, back to the place where the trinity of the threefold-flame is enshrined in the temple of the heart. Let
me experience wholeness by magnetizing solar fire, solar evolution and
solar consciousness.
If my soul is the prisoner of another consciousness or in another
plane…cut it free! Exorcise any demons, discarnates or fallen ones
who have invaded the temple vacated by my soul consciousness. I
withdraw the loyalties of my soul from the human consciousness and to
the flesh, and I give them to God, my Mighty I AM Presence.
Assemble the components of my soul under the canopy of the
Christ, align its components with the cube of the heart.
Beloved Masters, give me the power, the will, and the determination to cleanse my temple to make room for the delicate faculties of the
soul and its intuitive powers.
In the name of the Christ, I call for the assembling of the
components of my soul, the releasing of my soul from loyalties
to the human consciousness, the drawing together of soul consciousness and solar awareness. I command the atoms, cells,
and electrons of my soul to return to the soul chakra under the
canopy of the Christ. (3x)1
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